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Abstract
BACKGROUND: Reading can be described as a complex cognitive process of decrypting signs to create meaning. 
Eventually, it is a way of language achievement, communication, and sharing of information and ideas. Changing 
lighting and color are known to improve visual comfort and the perceptual difficulties that affect reading for those 
with poor vision.

AIM: The main objectives of the current study were to investigate the effect of changing the wavelengths and color 
with different levels of positional noise on reading performance with non-word for subjects with best-corrected distant 
visual acuity (BCVA) equal or better than 6/6.

METHODOLOGY: In a cross-section interventional study, 20 English speakers were asked to read non-words 
presented in a printed format. The stimuli were black print words in a horizontal arrangement on a matte white card. 
They were degraded using positional noise produced by random vertical displacements of the letter position below 
or above the horizontal line on three levels.

RESULTS: Introducing positional noise affected real and non-words recognition differently. The detrimental effects of 
positional noise with non-words on reading rate were not influenced by changes in wavelengths and color. The long-
wavelength reading rate resulted in the lowest performance compared with other wavelengths with all levels of noise.

CONCLUSION: Reading performance is affected by changes in the levels of positional noise. However, the reading 
rate is not affected by changes in wavelength and color with non-words. The long-wavelength reading rate resulted 
in the lowest performance compared with other wavelengths and color with all levels of noise.
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Introduction

Reading can be described as a complex 
cognitive process of decryption signs to create meaning. 
It is also a way of language achievement, communication, 
and sharing information and ideas. Therefore, reading 
is a basic requirement for an advanced society. There 
are three basic processes underlying reading: Sight 
perception, printed word recognition, and language 
comprehension [1]. Word recognition is considered a 
fundamental literacy skill that enables access to and 
processing of written language, as well as influencing 
reading performance. Word recognition can be 
described as the ability to accurately and automatically 
recognize words, with and without semantic context. It 
is a stamp of skilled readers’ performance or the ability 
to accurately identify printed words [2]. Positional noise 
and colors have many effects on reading performance 
(including the orthographic aspects of reading and 
word recognition), different effects when non-words are 
used because reading parallel processing are different 
for lexical and sublexical items; each of them has 
functionally independent routes of reading at the whole-
word level [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] or K and M pathway rapid 

processing effects. Investigating the reading processes 
has taken priority in the literature in this field over 
recent decades. Word recognition can be described 
as the ability of the reader to identify the written word 
correctly and virtually effortlessly. This depends on the 
match between the printed letters and the vocabulary 
representation. The repaid word recognition is the main 
factor that makes the reader fluent. This ability can be 
enhanced in individuals by practicing through speaking 
and listening [6]. There are two types of coding that affect 
word recognition – orthographic and graphemic skills – 
and both types of coding are activated in parallel during 
word recognition [7]. Non-word reading involves some 
underlying processes, including phonological storage 
and retrieval, speech motor planning, and execution [3]. 
According to Joubert and Lecours [2] reported that 
the non-words and novel words require longer times 
to be read than regular words [2]. Furthermore, the 
reading rate for substitutions involving visually similar 
English letters (non-words), for example, pncblem, 
problnc, and qroblem, decreases, with reading taking 
2.5 times longer than normal. Furthermore, letters 
with transpositions are much easier to read than letter 
substitutions and this is critical for identifying what the 
word is or recognizing the word [8]. The main objectives 
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of the current study were to investigate the effect of 
changing the level of positional noise and colors on 
reading performance for participants with BCVA equal 
to or better than 6/6 using non-recognizable words, 
called non-words and to examine how orthographic 
reading and word identification are affected by the use 
of non-words (pseudowords). We measured the reading 
speed, duration time for reading, and error percentage.

Methodology

In a cross-section interventional study, 20 
English speakers (13 males and 7 females), aged 
18–38 years with a mean age of 28.9 years, had best-
corrected distant visual acuity (BCVA) 6/6 or better 
were participated. Black print words were presented 
in a horizontal arrangement on cardboard with a white 
background (Figure 1). Two different stimuli were 
used. The text samples contained unrelated words of 
3, 4, 5, and 6 characters, presented in 9 lines using 
courier mono-spaced font and dark words on a white 
background. The distance between two adjacent words 
was two characters widths and the interline distance was 
five characters heights. In each trial, the pseudowords 
(non-words) were adapted and modified from the 
website “ARC Nonword Database” (http://www.maccs.
mq.edu.au/~nwdb/nwdb.html) [9]. The viewing distance 
was 40 cm. The words had an optimal font size of 12 
pt (angular character size of 0.3°, defined as center-
to-center spacing of horizontally adjacent characters) 
with contrast ˃90%. First, non-words were degraded 
using positional noise produced by random vertical 
displacements of the letter position below or above 
the horizontal line on three levels. Each vertical letter 
position was sampled from a Gaussian distribution with 
zero mean and variance in the range 0.00 (N0), 0.30 
(N1), and 0.60 (N2) × character height2. Second, the 
wavelength was changed from short to long stimuli, 
including blue lighting (short), green lighting (mid), 
red lighting (long), and white lighting as everyday 
lighting, with constant illumination for all four different 
wavelengths (30 lux). The light levels were measured 
and controlled using an UPRtek spectrometer (MK350N 
Plus). The range of wavelengths measurable by the 
spectrometer (MK350N) is between 380 and 780 nm. 
The participants were instructed to read the text 
samples aloud as fast as possible. They were given a 
brief demonstration of all the experimental conditions. 
Tests with non-words were presented in random order. 
The participants were video recorded while they were 
reading out loud. The total number of non-words read 
and the number of non-words reads incorrectly were 
counted. In the first experiment, the participants were 
asked to read three different texts with different levels 
of positional noise (N0, N1, and N2) under one level of 
lighting (30 lux) with non-words. The participants were 

asked to read each text for one minute. In the second 
experiment, the participants were asked to read under 
three different colored LED lighting conditions: Short 
(blue), mid (green), and long (red) wavelength. White 
LED light was also used (combining the same LED 
sources and fixed illumination of 30 lux). They were 
asked to read three different texts of non-words with 
N0, N1, and N2. The participants were asked to read 
each text for 1 min under each wavelength.

Results

We grouped the average reading rate for all the 
participants into real words and non-words to examine 
the effects of positional noise on reading performance. 
The average reading rate slowed down when the level of 
positional noise (N1 and N2) increased in both reading 
types (real and non-words). The statistical analysis 
showed that the reading rate varied between real words 
and non-words (one-way ANOVA, P = 0.0003, F = 15.15, 
and R2 = 0.39). In real words, when the positional noise 
(N1) was introduced, the reading rate reduced, but 
the change was not statistically significant between 
N0 and N1 (P = 0.182). Furthermore, the reading rate 
reduced but the change was not statistically significant 
between N1 and N2 (P = 0.348). However, the reading 
rate reduced significantly between N0 and N2 (one-
way ANOVA, P = 0.0004, F = 15.15 and R2 = 0.39). 
In non-words, when the positional noise (N1) was 
introduced, the reading rate reduced but the change 
was not statistically significant between N0 and N1 
(P = 0.44). Furthermore, the reading rate reduced, but 
the change was not statistically significant between N1 
and N2 (P = 0.738). However, the reading rate reduced 
significantly between N0 and N2 (one-way ANOVA, 
P = 0.0199, F = 15.15, and R2 = 0.39) (Figure 2).

The average word per minute rate was 
calculated for all the participants under the four 
different wavelengths and color. The reading rate did 
not vary much with the changes in wavelength, but 
the long-wavelength (red) was slower than the other 
wavelengths, but not significantly so (one-way ANOVA, 
P = 0.8746, F = 0.23, and R2 = 0.079) (Figure 2-N0). 
For all four wavelengths, the average reading rate 
with non-words was slower than when reading real 

Figure 1: Sample of reading materials
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words and the statistical analysis showed that this was 
significant (one-way ANOVA, P = 0.0011, F = 9.6, and 
R2 = 0.31). Furthermore, the results showed that when 
the wavelength changed from long (red) to mid (green) 
or short (blue), the mean difference reduced by an 
average of −9.6 words per minute. This change was 
statistically significant (one-way ANOVA, P = 0.0035, 
F = 6.9, and R2 = 0.19). However, the mean difference 
was not significantly reduced between the mid and 
short wavelengths, as it reduced by an average of 
−1.2 words/min (p = 0.905) (Figure 3).

Figure 2: Mean reading rate ± SD under different levels of positional 
noise for real and non-words

When introducing positional noise, the 
average word per minute rate was calculated for 
all participants under four different colors and 
three different levels of positional noise. The 
statistical analysis showed that the reading rate 
was not significantly reduced in any wavelength 
when introducing positional noise between N0 and 
N1 (one-way ANOVA, P = 0.0358, F = 7.9, and 
R2 = 0.28) (Figure 3). However, the reading rate 
was significantly reduced in all wavelengths when 
positional noise was increased from N0 to N2 (one-
way ANOVA, p = 0.0006, F = 7.9, and R2 = 0.28) 
(Figure 4). The statistical analysis suggested that the 
mean difference in reading rate reduced when the 
wavelength changed from long to mid or short. This 
was significant, as it reduced by an average of −7.6 
words/min (one-way ANOVA, p = 0.0016, F = 8.8, and 
R2 = 0.24). However, there was no significant change

Figure 3: Mean reading rate ± SD under different wavelengths and 
noise effects

 in the mean difference between the mid and short 
wavelength with positional noise, as it reduced by an 
average of 0.15 words/min (P = 0.997) (Figure 5).

Figure  4:  Mean  differences  in  reading  rate  ±  SD  with  in  different 
wavelengths with N0

The linear regression tests were conducted 
on each color with and without positional noise. The 
reading rate as a function of positional noise was 
fitted with a linear function.

Figure  5:  Mean  differences  in  reading  rate  ±  SD  with  different 
wavelengths with noise

 Moreover, the reading performance reduced when 
positional noise was introduced in all wavelengths 
(Figure 6). Furthermore, the reading rate gradient 
and the initial reading rate for all colors were almost 
the same (parallel performance), except that the initial 
reading rate for the long-wavelength was slower than 
for the other wavelengths. The statistical analysis 
shows that there was no significant reduction in reading 
rate with or without positional noise in all wavelengths 
(P = 0.117, F = 28.7, and R2 = 0.99, which indicates 
95% confidence interval) (Figure 6).

We analyzed the reading rate as a linear 
function of positional noise using the following equations:

https://oamjms.eu/index.php/mjms/index
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1. Red (Y = −50*X + 65.33)
2. Green (Y = −51.33*X + 72.4)
3. Blue (Y = −53.58*X + 74.68)
4. White (Y = −52*X + 75.95)

Figure 6: Linear regression function of reading rate with positional 
noise under different wavelengths

The error rate was similar across all conditions 
of different wavelengths for the same level of noise and 
statistically the changes were not significant (P > 0.999). 
However, the error rate increased when positional 
noise N1 and N2 were introduced, although there was 
no statistically significant difference between N0 and 
N1 (P = 0.625). With the long-wavelength, the error rate 
reduced significantly (one-way ANOVA, P < 0.0001, 
F = 6.9 and R2 = 0.28) (Figure 7). The duration of word 
fixation was unchanged across the light levels for the 
same level of noise. In addition, the duration time was 
increased when introducing positional noise N1 and the 
statistical analysis showed that the reading rate was not 
significantly reduced in any of the wavelengths when 
positional noise between N0 and N1 was introduced 
(p = 0.185). However, the average duration time 
increased when positional noise N2 was introduced in 
all wavelengths and there was a statistically significant 
difference between N0 and N2 (Figure 8) (one-way 
ANOVA, P < 0.0001, F = 8.1, and R2 = 0.28).

Figure 7: Mean reading error rate ± SD under different wavelengths 
and noise effects

Discussion

This study has shown that reading speed 
was significantly slower with non-words phonemically 

similar to real words than with real words and this 
finding was expected. This is due to the influence of 
the time that is needed for orthographic reading; the 
lack of some processes such as word recognition 
and reading comprehension can affect reading 
fluency. These results match those observed in earlier 
studies [6], [7], [10], [11], [12]. This finding could also 
be caused by the fact that cortical noise is created 
because of the lack of some processes (grapheme-
to-phoneme correspondence rules). Most spelling 
theories propose two major processes for translating 
between orthography and phonology: A lexical process 
for retrieving the spellings of familiar words (memorized 
words) and a sublexical (non-memorized word) process 
for assembling [1]. According to the “dual-route” 
models of reading, there are two separate mechanisms 
for processing words – lexical and sublexical. The 
lexical processing route, at the whole-word form level, 
provides a link between orthography (word template) 
and phonology decoding from lexical memory. It 
also enables the pronunciation of any regularly or 
irregularly spelled words, provided that these words 
have been previously memorized. The sublexical route 
conversion rules (traditionally grapheme-to-phoneme 
rules) perform the phonological decoding of printed 
letters into their spoken language by translating letters 
(graphemes) into their sounds (phonemes) [2]. This 
double dissociation between the lexical and sublexical 
mechanisms is the theoretical foundation of two 
functionally independent routes of reading at the whole-
word level [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].

Figure 8: Mean duration 0 and noise effects

This study has shown that the reading speed 
of non-words was not significantly affected by different 
wavelengths of light for the participant readers. This is 
what we expected and consistent with the results of our 
previous study with changing colors [13]. Furthermore, 
the mean differences in wpm were reduced more with 
the long-wavelength compared to with the mid and short 
wavelengths, with and without positional noise. This is 
in line with the results of our previous study with real 
words [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. This provided evidence for 
the fact that there is a cortical process that affects reading 
performance under long wavelengths. The findings of 
the current study for long-wavelength demonstrated 
that the reading performance under long-wavelength 
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light (red light) was reduced or impaired, which is also 
consistent with [18], [19]. However, the reading rate for 
non-words under the short wavelength was no better 
than under the other wavelengths, as for real words, 
and that was different from what we expected. This is 
presumably because the noise level increases due to 
positional noise interfering with non-words [13], [14], 
[15], [16], [17], or it may be because reading parallel 
processing is different for lexical and sub-lexical items, 
and each has functionally independent routes of reading 
at the whole-word level [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. This finding 
also provides evidence that different colors have different 
cortical effects by reducing the effects of positional 
noise on orthographic reading, word recognition, and 
word identification. When introducing positional noise, 
the reading rate decreased for all wavelengths, and this 
reduction did not vary with different colors. The findings 
of the current study were different from our previous 
study with real words and therefore, unexpected [13], 
especially for the short wavelength. This means that 
the effects of colors are varied as varied of cortical 
processing with different reading types and that was an 
interesting finding. This may be because of the increased 
noise levels or because positional noise interferes with 
non-words or disrupts word identification [13], [14], 
[15], [16], [17]. Furthermore, it may be because reading 
parallel processing is different for lexical and sub-lexical 
items, and each has functionally independent routes of 
reading at the whole-word level [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].

In this study, the results showed that the 
reading rates decreased with all wavelengths as a 
linear function for positional noise levels. This may 
be because of the increased noise levels or because 
positional noise interferes with non-words or disrupts 
word identification [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. However, 
the long-wavelength reading rate function was the 
lowest linear function for positional noise levels 
compared with the other wavelengths. These findings 
further support the idea that reading performance 
under long-wavelength or red lighting is the lowest, 
regardless of reading types with and without positional 
noise. This is presumably due to the role of the 
magnocellular pathway function in letter recognition, 
which affects word recognition and word identification 
[19]. In addition, the reading rate gradient for short-
wavelength lighting with non-words was different from 
that with real words, which was not what we expected. 
It may be that non-lexical words affect the ability of 
cortical processing to recognize the words or that 
the cortical reading process with non-lexical words 
is different from lexical word processing [3], [4], [5]. 
Furthermore, it is evidence that the enhancement in 
reading rate when reducing the effects of positional 
noise is not related to a small number of blue cones 
but to cortical processing. This study demonstrated 
that the detrimental effects of positional noise with 
non-words on reading rate were not influenced by 
changes in wavelengths and color. This was different 
from the effects of wavelengths with real words [13]. 

One possible explanation for this may be that reading 
parallel processing is different for lexical and sub-lexical 
items, and each has functionally independent routes 
of reading at the whole-word level; as a result, the 
findings were different according to the different types 
of cortical processing being used [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. 
Furthermore, this result may arise because the different 
reading processing starts in the late stage of cortical 
processing and this means that there is no role for 
the visual pathways, including the Magnocellular and 
Koniocellular pathways. Another possible explanation 
is that uncompleted word recognition (non-lexical) 
may create cortical noise or increased noise levels, or 
positional noise may interfere with non-words or disrupt 
word identification [13], [14], [20], [21]. Furthermore, the 
error rate was similar across all the different wavelengths 
when the level of positional noise was N0. When the 
level of noise was changed to N1 and N2, the error rate 
increased, but this increase did not reach statistical 
significance, except for the long-wavelength, which 
was obviously different from what we had expected. 
This is in line with our findings in a previous study with 
changing colors [13]. The increased error rate under 
long-wavelength light may occur because of the role 
of magnocellular processing in reading performance; it 
impairs the reading rate under red light, increasing the 
errors with unknown words [22].

The duration of word fixation was unchanged 
across the light levels with the same level of noise (N0). 
The duration of word fixation increased when the positional 
noise N1 was introduced, but this increased rate did not 
reach statistical significance. However, when introducing 
the positional noise N2, the duration of word fixation 
increased significantly. This is because orthographic 
reading takes longer to identify and recognize the word 
due to the effects of the positional noise [23].
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Conclusion

Reading performance is affected by changes 
in the levels of positional noise. However, the reading 
rate is not affected by changes in wavelength and color 
with non-words. The long-wavelength reading rate 
resulted in the lowest performance compared with other 
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wavelengths and color with all levels of noise. The error 
rate and duration time increased when noise levels 
increased and there were different effects with different 
wavelengths even when positional noise was introduced.
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